Agenda

• Roll call

• Project Update (*Shane Coughlan*)

• Specification (*Mark Gisi*)

• Conformance (*Miriam Ballhausen*)

• Curriculum (*Alexios Zavras*)
Project Update

- New Platinum Member:
  - Western Digital

- New Conformant Organizations:
  - credativ
  - Endocode
  - GE Digital
  - Lyra Infosystems
  - Tjaldur Software Governance Solutions

- New Work Team (Onboarding)
Specification

• The Korean Translation of 1.0 and 1.1 is finished

• The German Translation of 1.1 is awaiting formatting fixes

• The Traditional Chinese Translation is 80% done, the Simplified Chinese Translation team is coordinating for potential simultaneous release
Conformance

• Rotation and Response

• Self-certification of and for groups of companies
Curriculum

- https://github.com/OpenChain-Project/curriculum has been created
- This contains the old releases of the slides (for certification 1.0) in the history
- The slides currently visible are the current 1.1 version
- Additional material included: flowcharts and checklists, and Ibrahim’s practices
- NOT yet included: the policy from LF (Mike)
Thoughts?
Questions?